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Professors give advice on sleep, studying
By Jake.Dalbey
@iowastatedaily.com
Eat. Hydrate. Study. Sleep.
This monotonous cycle of information overload, accompanied
with the feeling of complete bodily
shutdown, is often very familiar to
students during times of academic
stress.
Finals Week is one of the many
culprits of student stress, often
requiring plenty of rest, nutrition
and learning.
But for an entire week, hitting
the hay can be forgotten and replaced with caffeine and all-night
library study sessions.
It’s easy to forget how important breaks are to the body and
why without them, binge studying
tactics can be utterly useless to the
average test taker.
A 2016 study by Jawbone ranks
Iowa State as the 108th most
sleep-deprived university in the
nation. The study polled Iowa
State at an average wake time of 8
a.m. on the weekdays and 9 a.m.
on the weekends, with an average sleep time of 12:30 a.m. on
weekdays and an average sleep
time of 1:30 a.m. on the weekends. Because many students
do not meet the National Sleep

Foundation’s recommendation
of seven to nine hours of shut-eye
for young adults, test results can
be affected by a lack of consistent
downtime.
Studying and resting work hand
in hand with each other, causing
an inverse reaction if either consumes too much or too little time.
This becomes one of the most
pertinent reasons why students
feel groggy and drained by the end

of a long Finals Week.
“Studying very hard or a lot is
stressful, and you can think of it as
displacing sleep,” Zlatan Krizan,
associate professor of psychology,
said. “Having to study can likely
interfere with the length of sleep
as well as the quality. Even if you
‘binge study’ and it doesn’t affect
the hours of sleep, it can change
how well you are able to sleep.”
The use of REM sleep is the
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WiSE celebrates 30 years of progress
By Haley.Knudsen
@iowastatedaily.com
For years, women studying science and engineering
have faced discrimination
and isolation, simply because of their gender. But
the Women in Science and
Engineering (WiSE) program
is fighting this stigma.
WiSE provides a community for those students to
face challenges and to support one another, together.
Lora Leigh Chrystal, the
program’s director, refers to
it as a sisterhood.
“Oftentimes, women
typically leave science and
engineering because they
don’t feel like they belong,”
Chrystal said. One of the
things that WiSE tries to do is
provide a sense of belonging
to students so they don’t feel
isolated.”
Jackie Mesenbrink, office and student role model
assistant, knows that if she
had a really rough week,
she could come to the office
and be supported by those
around her.
Celebrating 30 years, WiSE
has seen a dramatic growth
from 1,800 women in STEM

to 5,500. The first-year residential program provides
a sense of belonging, and
without the program, there
wouldn’t be as high of retention rates and graduation
rates for women in science
and engineering.
WiSE provides many outreach programs that impact
more than 9,000 K-12 students around Iowa, especially in central Iowa.
One of those programs
is the Taking the Road Less
Traveled Career Conference,
which has had more than
65,000 students in attendance over the past 30 years.
The conference offers the
opportunity to work with
STEM professionals.
“To solve problems, we
need a variety of voices. No
one person can solve the
world’s problems,” Chrystal
said.
More than a hundred student role models, consisting of WiSE undergrads, are
hired to go into classrooms
around Iowa to excite young
boys and girls about STEM
careers. Chrystal believes it is
important for young girls to
have role models in the classroom, but it is also important
for boys to see what real sci-
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Katelyn Fritz and Perla Carmenate, both members of the WiSE Program, take study breaks Wednesday in Carver Hall.

entists and engineers look
like. Even if students feel
as if they aren’t the “typical
engineering students,” they
are crucial aspects to solve
the problems of the world.
“There are so many leadership opportunities inside
and outside of WiSE and they
encourage you to go out and
do other clubs and organizations,” Mackenzie Sissel, a
graduate assistant with the

outreach program, said.
The learning communities
through WiSE, which have
involved more than 3,000
women, have the highest
retention rates for women
in STEM. Chrystal said students who participate in the
programs that WiSE offers
are more likely to graduate
with a STEM degree, and
therefore go into a science
and engineering career field.

“Economically, the longterm payout of having a
STEM degree means that
those students will be able
to pay off their student loans
and support families while
having exciting careers,”
Chrystal said. “Without the
WiSE program, our STEM
graduation rates would not
be as robust as they are.”
Chrystal went on to explain the stigmas attached

to women who are in science and engineering career
fields, saying, “there is a big
misconception that women
are working for their own
enjoyment and not necessarily supporting their families on their salaries. We still
associate power with males
and [we still associate that]
they are supporting families
... their work is valued more
than women’s work.”
WiSE is working to change
that by doing professional
development with companies such as Emerson, Boeing, Rockwell Collins, Caterpillar and John Deere. WiSE
works with these companies
to have conversations, information sessions and leadership webinars that reach
thousands of individuals.
Chrystal’s philosophy is
to change our culture, we
have to change the way we
do work.
Yet the success of the program does not come without
failure.
WiSE took a hit during
the 2010 economic recession and had to cut its successful summer internship
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SLEEP p2
Krizan describes sleep
loss as a debt that always
needs to be repaid, comparing it to the feeling of being
highly intoxicated. When
feeling drunk, the mind is
often happy and feels as
though it can do any task
regularly — such as driving
— despite the fact that in
reality, thought processes
are severely hampered. Although your body may not
feel its effects, the mind is
affected through a lack of
rest.
When comparing the
benefits of an extra hour of
downtime to an extra hour
of studying, Krizan believes
it’s important to consider
that the cost-benefit will
break at some point.
“The closer you are to a
performance time the less
able you are to really learn
anything, because learning
doesn’t happen from read-

ing, but rather sleeping on
it and processing the information,” Krizan said.
Last-minute studying
shouldn’t always be dismissed if a student has prepared in advance of a testing date.
“If you’ve done a lot of
preparation and need to
finish a few things up, displacing a bit of sleep, that
may be in the student interest,” Krizan said. ”Truly no
one can learn a very large
amount of information in
one night. It’s impossible.”
Because of the body’s
natural circadian rhythms
— about a 24-hour cycle
in which behavior changes
affect sleep — students who
take advantage of their week
of studying can achieve better results.
“Schedule studying during the daylight hours as
you have a mechanism that
makes you sleepy when it’s
dark and also wake up dur-

ing the same time of day,”
Eric Cooper, associate professor of psychology, said.
Cooper’s advice of waking during a similar morning hour consistently is
based on a body’s homeostasis — a system that tracks
how long someone has been
asleep but can be disrupted
by waking at different times
or by long naps. Cooper
added that naps longer than
45 minutes in the afternoon
can be detrimental to maintaining healthy sleep.
By adding large amounts
of rest through naps during the day, the delicate
balance between the homeostasis and circadian
rhythms will be thrown off.
This ultimately can lead to
sluggish symptoms such
as grogginess or a lack of
being alert.
“The best way to synchronize these systems is
to wake up at the same time
every day,” Cooper said.

”Even if you’ve stayed up all
night playing video games
until 4 a.m. but wake up at
7 a.m. every day, you just
have to bite the bullet and
wake up.”
In order to maximize the
efficiency of available study
time to students before
bed, Jason Chan, associate
professor of psychology,
weighed in on positive and
negative study habits.
Chan outlined a typical
student’s study pattern over
a period of three hours the
night before a test. He said
most students will read
their textbooks and notes
over and over again, reviewing sections they do
not know until the material
becomes solidified in their
memory. Although it is a
common method, he does
not believe it is the most
efficient way to study.
“Given time constraints,
there are better ways to
study,” Chan said. “It’s

more beneficial to continue
reading if you don’t know a
section. Reading something
over and over again is called
massed studying, and it
produces less learning.”
Continuing to read and
then revisiting forgotten
sections later on will give
the brain time to consolidate the information it has
just learned, Chan said.
“This method is called
spacing, and as far as we
know, it’s effective for everyone from infants to college students in any learning environment,” Chan
said.
Portraying forgetfulness
like a waterspout, in which
memory is lost when activated but slows to a trickle
once the valve is closed,
Chan recommends learning on the day material is
assigned and testing oneself
with quizzes or flashcards
instead of mass readings.
“The best way to learn is

testing yourself,” Chan said.
“Retrieving information
actively produces much
more persistent memories
than reading. If you have 15
minutes to study, it is better
to spend five minutes reading with a quiz afterward
than strictly reading for the
entire time.”
As Finals Week and a new
semester approach, a properly managed schedule and
stress management are keys
to a successful exam.
“Some sleep displacement is inevitable, it may
be beneficial, but in general, getting your sleep and
stress low will make you
feel better,” Krizan said.
”A well-managed schedule
will help you in your performance. More stress equals
less sleep, which leads to
more tiredness, which leads
to a worse performance. So
it’s important to always try
to keep yourself out of that
self-perpetuating cycle.”
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program, which Chrystal
had overseen for almost a
decade. The program had
seen a number of women not
only graduate in science and
engineering, but continue
on to be faculty members.
Although the program was
successful in the past, WiSE
has not been able to reinstate the summer internship
program because of a lack of
funding.
That’s not to say the program isn’t supported. But
Chrystal said there is a lack of
understanding on why girls
are diverted from science
and engineering.
“You no longer have individuals saying ‘Why don’t
you go somewhere else?’ or
‘Are you sure you want to
do that?’ It has become very
subtle,” Chrystal said.
Chrystal has noticed that
third-grade girls are just as
excited as the boys about

potentially becoming the
president or becoming an
engineer or scientist. But
when the girls move on to
middle school, the number
of those interested in STEM
decreases.
“Over time, girls are getting the messages that they
don’t belong. Those small
messages add up over time,”
Chrystal said in reference
to the Forever 21 shirt that
reads “allergic to algebra”
and the J.C. Penney shirt that
reads “too pretty for homework.” “When we give them
shirts that are not empowering and telling them where
their value lies, we are sending the wrong messages.”
If Chrystal could teach
young women one thing, it
would be resiliency.
“I think there is a stigma
for young girls today about
failure,” Chrystal said. “We
tell our young girls today to
be perfect, to get that 4.0, to
look good and be well be-

haved. They come to college
and it is the first time, especially [for] our women in
STEM, maybe [these young
women] don’t have that perfect grade. How you rebound
from failure is where you’re
going to learn the most.”
Rachael Barnes, a student
assistant with the Student
Role Model program, said
one of the best aspects of
WiSE is the support system.
Getting involved as a student is as simple as walking
through the door of Carver
218 and visiting with a staff
member to see where that
student is and what their
goals are.
For Barnes, her involvement in the program has
made a world of difference.
“I wouldn’t be half the
woman I am without the
program,” Barnes said. “It
has built up my confidence,
given me opportunities and
[it] has impacted ... who I
am.”
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Student officers serve the community
By Danielle Gehr
@iowastatedaily.com

Chris Anderson/Iowa State Daily

Matt Molitor, senior in criminal justice and sociology, is a community service officer with the ISU Police Department.

For most majors, college
students spend years sitting in a classroom void of
hands-on experience until
they receive an internship
that is unpaid and sometimes hours away from
campus.
Luckily for criminal justice majors, the ISU Police
Department offers a community service officer program where students get
paid to work on campus
by assisting officers while
receiving police training
and experience in their field
of study.
“It’s a great opportunity
for students to get their foot

in the door for law enforcement moving forward,” Lt.
Sara Jensen of the ISU Police Department said. “I
think law enforcement is a
lot of security work in addition to keeping the public
safe and doing your everyday police duties.”
Jensen was hired as a student officer while attending
Iowa State in 1999.
The position was less
formal than what it is today, and her job primarily consisted of locking and
unlocking buildings. But
she still assisted the ISU
officers.
While transitioning from
a student to a full-time
officer the summer after
graduating, Jerry Stewart,
then-chief of police, asked
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Jensen to implement the
community service officer
program, giving student
officers the ability to further
assist officers.
“At that point in time, we
had a lot of smaller types
[of] calls that were coming,
like bike theft reports and
things like that,” Jensen
said. “We didn’t necessarily
have all the police officers
needed to be able to take
all of those reports, and so
one of the duties of this new
program was to have students that were able to take
reports of that nature.”
Not too long after implementing the program, Jensen was hired as a full-time
officer and has been with
the Iowa State Police Department every since.
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By being able to work
with officers and gain experience, the community
service officer program
often serves as a stepping
stone for college students
who want to get involved
with law enforcement. Scott
Lindley was hired by the
department in May 2014
and became a coordinator
of the community service
officers last April.
The community service
officer position brings many
different responsibilities.
With the exception of the
Vet Med community service
officers, all of the officers
have a responsibility of assisting the ISU Police.
An important aspect of
their job is driving students
for the Safe Ride program
that the ISU Police Department offers. Lindley said the
new Safe Ride has changed
this task drastically. He also
took pride in the fact that he
got the opportunity to help

create the new app.
“It’s been a really fine job,
especially for a student job,
especially since I get to see
a lot of different aspects of
Iowa State and kind of the
security side of it,” Lindley
said.
Lindley originally majored in engineering at
Iowa State but eventually
switched to criminal justice.
After his experience as a
community service officer,
he hopes to be able to work
at the Iowa State Police Department.
“It was my first summer
here and working with the
officers and just doing training and scenarios with them
I realized this is something
that I would like to do and
something I would really
enjoy,” Lindley said.
Training is one of the
most alluring parts of the
program.
When applying for jobs,
these officers will have a

leg up on the competition
by having already gone
through some form of police training.
It also gives the student
officers a good idea of what
a career in law enforcement
really looks like.
“The more training you
get, the more feel you get
for the career and the more
excited you are to graduate
and get a job,” Lindley said.
Sometimes this works
out the other way around,
and students involved in
the program realize that
police work is not for them.
Lindley said he sees people
come in who cannot handle
the odd hours and decide
to look for another career
path.
Being a member of the
community service officer
program does not guarantee anyone a job at the department, but it definitely
helps them get a foot in the
door, as many current Iowa
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State officers served as community service officers or
student officers before the
current program was integrated.
“Most of them are like
myself, where we started
working here as students
and realized what a great
place it was, what a great
atmosphere, the ability that
we have to give back to our
community and we just
kinda got stuck here and
are very happy with that
decision,” Jensen said.
Despite most officers being criminal justice majors
or at least students looking
to be involved in law enforcement someday, Jensen
said there are still a number
of students who have no
aspirations of this kind.
“I do have a few that being in the security realm or
law enforcement realm isn’t
really their career goal, but
they want to do something
to give back to the com-

munity and help people
feel safe and so they seek
out these opportunities,”
Jensen said.
Jensen still is heavily involved in the program that
she played an important
role in creating. Lt. Deborah
Larkin oversees community
service officers who work
throughout campus, while
Jensen sticks with those
who specifically work at the
Vet Med building.
A few years ago, the department recognized a need
to have community service
officers who only worked
in the Vet Med building instead of having the student
officers take turns working
there.
“Of course in a facility the
size of Vet Med, we’ve got
maintenance issues that
pop up, [and] we’ve got
people that are working all
hours of the night that want
to feel safe,” Jensen said.
“They like to be escorted to

7

their cars.”
Unlike the students who
took turns overseeing the
building, the community
service officers now know
all the ins and outs of the
building, making it much
safer for those inside.
They also make sure that
there are no maintenance
issues and aid people who
get locked out of their offices or cars.
“They didn’t have as intimate of knowledge of the
building and facility and operations as what my [community service officers] do
now,” Jensen said.
Much has changed within
the past decade or so within
the program, including new
uniforms and new responsibilities for the officers. One
thing that has remained the
same is that the students
are the eyes and ears of the
ISU Police Department, and
they add to the safety of the
student body.
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A PROFILE UPDATE:
THE EVOLUTION
OF SOCIAL MEDIA
By Rachel.Ori
@iowastatedaily.com
It comes as no surprise that communication among
college students has changed rapidly throughout the
years.
Beginning in the late 20th century, online services
have been essential in this change. Every few years, a
new site or app is developed, each promising to change
the way that people are able to connect with one another. For college students in particular, these different
sites have changed their lives and the way they interact
with others.
AOL Instant Messenger emerged as the first online
communication option, launching in the late ‘90s.
The popularity of the service began increasing in the
early 2000s, lasting for many years. At the height of its
popularity, the online communication forum was the
leading instant messaging application in America, with
research from bigblueball.com showing that 52 percent
of Americans used the service in 2006. But user decline
began in 2009 because of Google’s Gmail and its own
chat services, and the rise of social media sites such as
Myspace and Facebook.
As technology continued to move forward, the website Myspace was founded in 2003. The site became
increasingly popular between 2005 and 2009. The first
true social media platform, Myspace allowed users to
interact with a community of their friends and peers
through creating their own personal profiles, blog posts,
photos and videos.
The platform was used most among young people and
helped aid in the launch of many musicians’ careers,
including Colbie Caillat and Taylor Swift. But with the
development and rise of its closest competitor, Facebook, in 2008, Myspace began witnessing user decline
and drops in profits. As of 2013, Myspace reported that
it had 36 million users, a significant drop from its 100

million users in 2006.
Facebook was launched only a year after Myspace,
in 2004. Originally designed exclusively for students
at Harvard, Facebook later expanded to include all Ivy
League schools, before finally broadening its audience
to all college students. Only two years after its original
launch, anyone 13 or older could register for a profile
on the site.
Facebook was similar to Myspace on many fronts,
allowing users to communicate with those around them
through personal profiles, posts, videos and photos. The
site differed from Myspace through its unique apps,
which allowed users to update their profiles and receive
notifications when others updated their profiles. Interest
groups could also be formed through the site, bringing
students together to form study, work and class groups.
As of today, Facebook has more than 1.65 billion users,
and it the most popular social networking site in the
world, according to statista.com.
Facebook hasn’t statistically seen a large drop, but
the youth of today have begun to show a disinterest in
the platform.
Nicole Stout, sophomore in environmental science,
said the use of Facebook has “definitely decreased
among [young] people … because so many other social
media sites that have been established that [youth] enjoy
using more than Facebook.”
Stout continued on by saying she personally uses
Facebook to “keep up with people’s ideas on political
issues … and share lots of photos at the same time.”
Twitter is one of those social media sites that Stout
described. Twitter self-identifies as a social media and
news site, allowing users to post 140-character messages
in the form of “tweets.” Created in 2006, Twitter became
increasingly popular by 2012, with more than 100 million users posting 340 million tweets a day. Today, Twitter reports that it has almost 310 million monthly users.
Twitter is the second most used social media site

Courtesy of Getty Images

Since the creation of social media, a new site or app has been developed
every few years, each changing the way people interact with one another.
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among college students, with 32.5 percent registered for
an account.
Twitter has proven to be the most active communication site. On the night of the 2016 presidential election,
nearly 40 million tweets were sent out by 10 p.m. as a
result of all of the breaking news sent out throughout the
night, according to The New York Times.
But Twitter has faced significant backlash because of
its allowance of hateful language and online harassment,
and bullying as a consequence. The site has made strides
in attempting to filter out the inappropriate content, but
the First Amendment limits its power.
Instagram is the most popular social media site with
college students, with 58.6 percent registered for the service. The site offers photo and video-sharing capacities,
photo editing tools and links to other social media sites
where you can also share your posts. Created in 2010, Instagram gained popularity beginning in 2012, after being
bought by Facebook. As of 2013, the company reported
that it had more than 150 million monthly users.
Ashley Rolf, open-option freshman, said she enjoys
Instagram the most out of all of the current social media
sites because “… it’s a more creative platform. It’s more
photo-oriented, and I post [on it] a lot more compared

estas
MAKE

to Twitter.”
Perhaps the most controversial social media platform,
Snapchat was developed in 2011. Available in app form,
by May 2012, the company reported that more than 25
images were being sent per second. Four years later, in
May 2016, Snapchat reported massive growth, boasting
10 billion daily video views.
During the 2016 presidential election, Snapchat gained
major traction. With the new “Discover” feature, users
were able to access news in the form of a swipe, with
BuzzFeed, People and the New York Times all featuring
daily videos on the app.
There is no age requirement for the app, meaning that
youth of any age with access to a smartphone are able to
create an account. With the “Discovery” feature sometimes showing inappropriate content, young people are
often exposed to content some think they shouldn’t be.
Parents have spoken out about the content, but Snapchat
has made no moves to accommodate these requests.
What could be the most popular anonymous app on
college campuses, Yik Yak is a “sharing” app that allows
users to communicate with others within a 5-mile radius.
Users have the ability to write, respond and “vote” on
contributions. Created in 2013, the app was ranked as the

ninth most downloaded social media app in the United
States, according to yikyaker.com.
Yik Yak has faced backlash because of the amount of
cyberbullying that was reported as a result of its content.
Some high schools around the nation have banned cellphones from their schools because of Yik Yak, according
to USA Today, NBC and CBS. College campus have
attempted to do the same, but were unsuccessful due to
facing immense backlash from students.
But the app has been credited for having a mostly positive influence on young people. It has prevented suicide
attempts, due to those reporting to authority’s posts that
they believe are suspicious, and has improved security in
schools for the same reason.
Communication with others is key, and today’s online
culture and social media are great tools to do so. But social
media can be a dark place, leading to hate and discrimination. If used for its intended purposes though, online
culture can continue to thrive and foster creative, kind
and positive people for decades to come.
When asked if the current state of social media is one
that fosters either positive or negative reactions, Stout said
she believes “… in some ways, it can tear people apart. But
if it’s used correctly, it’s a good thing overall.”

Take a break from studying!

PART OF

your week
drink specials:

MONDAY:
$2.50 goose green line pints
$3.00 pints of Coors Light, Blue
Moon, and Dos Ambar
$2.00 lemon drop shots
$4.00 orders of wings

THURSDAY MUG NIGHT:
$4.00 Well drink mug
$5.00 Coors Light mugs
*Plenty of mugs to buy*

TUESDAY:
$1.10 tacos 5 to midnight
$2.25 Busch light bottles

FRIDAY:
$2.50 Apple pie shots
$3.00 wells
$3.00 blue moon

WEDNESDAY:
$4.00 Burger and Fries 3 to 10
$2.00 wells 9 to close
$3.00 Martini’s

SATURDAY:
$2.00 domestic bottles
$2.00 Liquid cocaine and tequila shot
$3.00 wells

Great
lunch specials:
$6
$6
$6
$6
$8

Chicken Quesadillas
Chicken Taco salads
3 beef, chicken or pork tacos
Pulled pork and fries
All you can eat taco buffet

OveR 100 types of beer
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There is no

CHRIST COFFEE
in

Zero opinions
needed in
or on cup
By Jazz.Niehuas
@iowastatedaily.com

As the holiday season
rolls around in a world sashaying toward political
correctness, the seasons
seem to be less of a dream of
candy canes and gumdrops,
and more of a horror story.
Whether or not to send
out your Christmas cards
to your atheist co-workers
or if your very Christian
family will be repulsed by
your last-minute presents
of Starbucks gift cards.
Whether you attend midnight mass, a small get together with some friends,
or Festivus for the rest of
us, we all can see tensions
rising high as we get deeper
into the month of December.
For some reason, people
love getting angry around
the holiday season. It could
have something to do with
the nasty weather, cars
unwilling to start and only
hearing Mannheim Steamroller for a month straight.
In my case, I become as
bitter as the cold because I
am sick and tired of hearing
about the political correctness, or the lack there of,
during the holiday season.
In recent history, peo-

Courtesy of Getty Images

Columnist Niehaus believes everyone should leave opinions about religion, political affiliation and preferred holiday greetings out of the holiday
season and instead focus on what the season is really about: giving.

ple seem to love to be up
in arms about the holiday
cups at Starbucks. Last year,
some Christians felt personally attacked by the solid
red holiday cups. Joshua
Feuerstein, a former pastor,
posted a video that eventually went viral on Facebook claiming “Starbucks
has removed Christmas
from their cups because
they hate Jesus.” The video
gained millions of views and
shares and really seemed

to strike a note with soccer
moms and opinionated old
men across the country.
The claim that society is
trying to “take the Christ out
of Christmas” is a favorite
among die-hard Christians.
Feuerstein fails to mention
that Starbucks still continues to sell ornaments to
be hung on CHRISTMAS
trees and their signature
CHRISTMAS blend coffee and CDs filled with
CHRISTMAS music.

When it comes to their
cups, there is no “Christ” in
Coffee, and Starbucks has
the freedom to represent
the holiday seasons as inclusively or exclusively as
they see fit.
Christians are not the
only ones finding new and
creative reasons to be personally offended this Festivus season. In 2013, atheists
as a part of the Freedom
From Religion Foundation
protested the public Nativ-

ity scene placed outside of
the Richard J. Daley Center in Chicago. In 2014, Satanists at Michigan’s capitol
erected what they called ‘a
snaketivity scene’ near the
Nativity scene that continues to make an appearance
each year.
Classically, there is the
age-old debate of “Merry
Christmas!” vs “Happy holidays!” and who you can
make post a heated Facebook status first, evangelical

Christians or PC liberals.
Personally, I don’t mind either as long as nobody says
“Happy Christmas.” I sincerely cringe at the thought.
But if you’re still debating
merry Christmas against
happy holidays, I am here to
tell you one thing; it doesn’t
matter.
From the eyes of a not-soreligious, left-wing girl who
grew up in a very-Christianmerry-Christmas family,
when somebody wishes you
a “Merry Christmas,” they
are more than likely doing
one thing: being nice. When
somebody leaves you with
a “Happy Holidays!” they
are being nice and inclusive. Most of the population
is not attacking you with
their religion or their lackthere-of.
When these cold December days turn to dark December nights beginning
at 4 p.m., we all want the
same things: warm drinks,
good movies, finals to be
over and to be surrounded
by the people we love. Our
religion, political affiliation,
preferred holiday greetings
and even our coffee cups
do not change that. May
we all remember that the
holidays, no matter who
you are, signify the season
of giving. For you, that may
mean giving gifts; for others,
giving their time to a good
cause. I can only hope that
for all of us, it will mean giving our long-winded opinions of the holiday season
a break.

OPINION
LETTER TO
THE EDITOR

Commit
100
percent
Clean energy,
better planet
By Carlyn Hill
Senior, Industrial
Engineering
With each passing day,
millennials open the
threshold to the real world
and prepare to enter an ever-growing global society
with continuously developing challenges. One of
the greatest challenges that
threatens our generation
is climate change, and it is
our obligation to take action now.
As an anchor institution
in the state of Iowa, where
30 percent of our electricity generation is derived
from wind, the students
of Iowa State University
share a moral obligation to
investigate and take a stand
in converting our campus to
100 percent clean electricity. More than 3,800 schools
nationwide are now running on solar powering
education for 2.7 million
students. That’s an annual
energy value of $70 million
with zero carbon emissions.
Solutions are available
now, and the transition will
require great patience and
understanding, but it will be
worth it 20 or 30 years from
now when your children
enter the same threshold
we face today. It’s time to
show that we are 100 percent committed to our future well-being.
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EDITORIAL

Milo, censorship and free speech
ISU Students 4 Trump, and other
conservative forces on campus,
would have students believe that
their First Amendment rights
are under assault by the tyrannical administration here at Iowa
State University. The organization, which is not an official student group but rather a charter of
the nationwide group Students 4
Trump, made national headlines
after canceling a Milo Yiannopoulos event last week.
The event, originally scheduled
for last Friday at the Memorial
Union, was part of the alt-right troll
and Breitbart News editor’s “Dangerous Faggot Tour.” It was canceled after ISU Students 4 Trump,
the organizers of the event, were
saddled with a hefty security fee
just a week before Yiannopoulos
was to arrive.
ISU Students 4 Trump took
this as a direct attack on not only
conservative ideology, but free
speech itself. Iowa State said in a
statement in early December that,
due to threats of violence at other
universities where Yiannopoulos
appeared, the security increases
were necessary to ensure the safety
of everyone involved.
Austin Giles, the president of
ISU Students 4 Trump, said he’d
already paid almost $1,000 to book
a room in the Memorial Union
for the event. Since ISU Students
4 Trump is not a student organization, it is required to pay full
price to reserve rooms on campus.
Shortly before the event, the university contacted Giles telling him
that six ISU police officers would
be necessary for security, coming
with a price tag of almost $2,000.
“It’s ridiculous to say one week
before the event, ‘Here’s $2,000
you need to pay,’” Giles said to
KCCI. “We’re not going to let the
university be a racketeer. ’Oh, it’s
now more money.’ That’s abuse.”
Censorship – which Yiannopoulos specifically accused Iowa State
of perpetrating in his statement
about the event’s cancellation
– requires intent. If Iowa State

Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

While Milo Yiannopoulos accused Iowa State of perpetrating censorship by canceling his event on campus, censorship requires intent. But there
is no evidence that the cancellation wasn’t a case of bureaucratic overlook or the university realizing more security was needed.

purposefully waited until just a
week before the event to apply the
$2,000 security fee, fully knowing
that no college student would be
able to come up such an amount
and as a backhanded attempt to
restrict conservative speech and
to push its leftist ideology, then as
proponents of free speech, journalists everywhere should speak out.
However, there is no evidence to
show that this wasn’t just a simple
case of bureaucratic overlook, or
a situation where the university
looked at the reality of past Yiannopoulos events and decided that
more security would be necessary,
a step it is ethically obligated to
take.
If that’s the case, than perhaps
ISU Students 4 Trump, and other
conservatives on campus, should
look more carefully at who they
align themselves with – that is, if
free speech is truly what they care
about. It’s hard to have any real

dialogue when hateful rhetoric is
used to undermine the views, and
lives, of others.
Yiannopoulos is no stranger to
controversy. Most recently, his
racist, sexist rhetoric, compounded
with his organized harassment of
actress Leslie Jones over the summer, led to his permanent banishment from Twitter.
And while in his interview with
KCCI, Giles seemed to take the position that Yiannopoulos can’t be a
racist fascist because he is gay and
Jewish (such a reality makes his position at Breitbart News seem like
the essence of sadomasochism,
and at the very least ignores the
role intersectionality plays in oppression), Yiannopoulos’ stances
on social justice, women’s rights
and Islam speak for themselves.
In fact, Yiannopoulos has had
his collegiate tour canceled at two
other schools, the University of
Maryland and North Dakota State

University, due to similar security
concerns. Giles even speculated
that if ISU Students 4 Trump had
been an official student organization, it would have been unable to
host Yiannopoulos at the university, as the majority of his positions
violate school policy regarding
inclusion.
But while it is the opinion of this
editorial board that Yiannopoulos’
poisonous rhetoric and hate-filled
views dilutes public discourse to
the point of deterioration, it is
his right to say it. That said, just
because one has the right to say
something does not give it value
when it comes to civil discussion.
If it was the intent of the university to cancel Yiannopoulos’ event
through unreasonable security
hikes, then that constitutes a direct violation of First Amendment
rights. Any alternative, however,
seems more like bureaucratic error
or a legitimate security concern.
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Ascending the rankings
Iowa State Wrestling Club climbs national ladder after change in culture
By Tyler.Julson
@iowastatedaily.com

Courtesy of Iowa State Wrestling Club

Freshman Costas Hatzipavlides competes in one of his many matches
throughout the semester.

Most people from Iowa already know that wrestling is a
big deal within the state. The
high school state wrestling
tournament is one of the biggest and best in the nation.
The Iowa, Iowa State and
Northern Iowa wrestling programs are mainstays as some
of the best in the country.
But the Iowa State Wrestling Club is sometimes overlooked. The club is a place

Brand New, Spacious, High End 1 & 2 Bedroom Units
Across from ISU Research Park

2110 Cottonwood Rd.

515-292-5050

www.uniqueames.com

for students to come and
practice their wrestling skills,
compete in tournaments or
just as a way to get in shape.
Any student is welcome
to join. They can come once
or twice a week if they’re
just looking for a hobby or
something to further their
college experience. Or if the
student is more of a die-hard
and needs to feel the rush of
competing, they can come
every day and participate
in tournaments and meets
across the country. Not only
does the team compete with

actual college programs and
other clubs around the country, this club is good — really
good.
The club competes as a
part of the National Collegiate Wrestling Association
(NCWA) and is ranked No.
7 in the nation among more
than 160 different institutions and clubs. The team is
also ranked as the No. 1 program in its division, ahead
of the second-place team by
more than 100 points.
Just two years ago, the club
was barely functioning, it

was more of a way for people
to get together and horse
around than compete and
get in shape. First-year head
coach August Wesley attributes the changes to many
different factors.
“There was always some
pieces missing to cultivate
that winning atmosphere,”
Wesley said. “In past years,
the numbers haven’t been
there, the talent hasn’t been
there and the coaching
hasn’t been there.
“These guys needed someone to give leadership and

AURORA HEIGHTS
Pet friendly
Granite counter tops
Stainless appliances
55” Mounted SmartTV
Washer/dryer
Wine fridge
His and her’s closet
Free gym membership to AR&FC
Free parking
Heat, water, high speed internet, cable tv, garbage
paid by landlord

All From $575/Bedroom!
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provide guidance for them
because they’re young and
they haven’t had some of
those experiences yet.”
Leadership is exactly what
Wesley has provided, and he
has brought in plenty of the
needed experience.
Before coming to Iowa
State, Wesley was the head
coach at Sacramento State
from 2011 to 2015. He won
multiple coaching awards,
including a conference
coach of the year in 2012 and
a nomination for national
coach of the year in 2012.
Wesley is trying to cultivate
a winning mentality within
the program. And that is already becoming evident in
the attitudes of the wrestlers
on the team.
Iowa State junior Chase
Reising was plagued with injuries during his high school
career, but he knew before
he even came to Iowa State
that he wanted to join the
club team. Reising was with
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the program a couple years
ago when it was what he
described as “a couple of
guys getting together to roll
around on the mat.”
With Wesley bringing in
the new mentality, Reising is
now ranked third among all
184 pounders in the NCWA
and boasts an 11-4 record in
his junior year.
“All of us that have stuck
with it are all gung-ho and
excited for the future,” Reising said. “[Wesley] has
really been pushing us in
the right directions and it’s
been awesome. Even when
he’s not here he’s calling us
with questions and giving
us advice. I have improved
so much from just last year
to now.”
Reising is not the only
wrestler experiencing some
great successes this season.
New to the team this year is
freshman Costas Hatzipavlides. Hatzipavlides, a native
of Pennsylvania, also came

to Iowa State with the intent
of joining the wrestling club.
In his freshman year,
Hatzipavlides has a 15-6
record and is ranked No. 5
nationally among all weight
classes and No. 2 in his
weight class of 174.
“There’s a lot of things that
factor into the success of the
team this season,” Hatzipavlides said. “There’s guys that
come in and push to compete and there’s guys that
come in just to have a good
time and wrestle, but we’re
all really supportive of each
other and that really helps.
“Not only are we supportive in the wrestling room, but
also in the classroom. It’s just
a great team to be a part of
and I’m excited to see where
we can take it.”
The club will finish its semester on Dec. 19 and 20 at
the Desert Duals in Las Vegas
and has many tournaments
and duals scheduled for next
semester.
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Courtesy of Iowa State Wrestling Club

Iowa State Wrestling Club head coach August Wesley becomes animated on the side of the mat. Wesley joined
the club after a stint at Sacramento State, where he was nominated for a national coach of the year award.

Go Play

A Little Brit
Different

Outside!!!!!

Free Layaway!
O% Financing

*with qualifying purchase
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Try our extensive collections of

scotch. BOURBON. whiskey.

www .bikeworldiowa. com

• 126 S 3rd St • 515.232.3669

State Treasurer Michael L. Fitzgerald’s
Each year millions of dollars in unclaimed money are reported to the treasurer of state. All names listed are recently reported and have a value over $100, include stock or a safe
deposit box. Unclaimed property can be forgotten savings or checking accounts, utility refunds or deposits, uncashed benefit checks, lost stock and abandoned safe deposit box
contents. If your name is listed or you are an heir to one of the names listed, go to GreatIowaTreasureHunt.gov. Enter the property ID number to see the specific property listed.
Remember to search by name to see if there are other properties in your name. Enter your information to start your claim. You will receive an email with additional instructions.
Treasure seekers may also write to State Treasurer Michael L. Fitzgerald, Great Iowa Treasure Hunt, Lucas State Office Building, Des Moines, IA 50319.
Search by Property ID and Name, then make your claim today on our recently updated website: GreatIowaTreasureHunt.gov
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Adamson Skylar, 1423 S Grand Ave Apt 406 ..........................2016235913
Agricultural Machinery Co, 2800 E 13th St................................2016019401
Alexander Peter, 1419 S Grand Ave Apt 4308 ........................ 2016127436
Ali Khaled Ahmad, 111 Lynn Ave 504........................................2016213830
Allard Sarah L, 1220 Delaware 1 ............................................... 2016187125
Allen Bros Auto Sales, 2904 S. Duff ...........................................2016232322
Althehli Saif K, 2310 Mortensen Pkwyunit 24......................... 2016191940
Anderson John P, 1467 Truman Pl................................................2016170984
Anderson Keil Mr, 219 S Sherman 4...........................................2016243179
Androy Whitney, 3666 Helser Flemming ................................. 2016198247
Arcaontoulis Sotiris, 702 Carroll Ave Unit 4.............................. 2016251064
Arrasmith Sandy, 1320 Grand Ave..............................................2016258689
Aspeotis Andrew J, 221 S Oak Ave Apt 26...............................2016003410
Bahr Diane, 113 E 6th St................................................................2016243182
Baker Jacob, 3005 Grv Ave...........................................................2016055962
Balali Siamak, 4306 Welbeck Dr..................................................2016246839
Baltich Michael D Estate Of, 1116 Burnett Ave # 1118 .........2016259201
Barnes Brandon, 3307 Birch Stevenson.....................................2016219075
Bates Andrew P, 1406 Mayfld Dr Apt104..................................2016016817
Baty John W, 2626 Rdgtop Rd.....................................................2016131314
Beck Daniel, 231 S Wilmoth Ave.................................................2016001539
Becraft Kayla, 2230 State Ave .................................................... 2016165156
Bitzer Royce J, 510 Frst Gln St ................................................... .2016170965
Bossard Adam, 3006 Ontario St Fl 4...........................................2016225139
Brewbaker Chad, 4225 Lincoln Swing Apt 24..........................2016054466
Bricker Betsy J, 6204 Pr Rdg Rd................................................... 2016030747
Brierley Matthew J, 2523 Aspen Rd 8 ..................................... 2016213833
Brown Emily, 205 S Hyland Ave Unit 1.......................................2016251381
Brown Fred, 2012 E 13th St...........................................................2016069122
Brown Peter J, 902 Top O Holw Rd............................................ 2016258837
Burke Kathleen, 57113 250th St..................................................2016025877
Burnett Hedda, 808 Burnett Ave................................................ 2016251449
Burnett Tim M, 330 Welch Ave Apt 10..................................... 2016014900
Buzbee Allison M, 1318 Walton Dr Unit 103.......................... 2016171078
Camberos Vazquez Angelica, 4225 Lincoln Swing St #35.... 2016215971
Carbrey Elizabeth A, 3313 Morningside St................................2016133192
Carey Thomas J, Po Box 662.........................................................2016131969
Carlson Mary A, 119 S Hazel Ave................................................2016090180
Carpenter Susan, 2403 N Dakota................................................2016010020
Caruth Const Inc &, Tom Ames Mini Stora 2232 229th P.......2016245190
Case Robert M, 2028 Indian Grass Ct.........................................2016151821
Centeno Laura, 2133 Sweeney Hall............................................2016220611
Chang Yifei, 2405 Aspen Rd 101..................................................2016178865
Changsong Zhao, 137 University Vlg Unit F ..............................2016219639
Choi Moon Gun, 2907 Arrowwood Cr........................................2016054474
Choong Chin Kwan, 3718 Tripp St Unit 206..............................2016215570
Christiansen Kyle, 528 Billy Sunday Rd Unit 106.....................2016245147
Chuammitri Phongsakorn, 205 S 5th St Unit 803.....................2016031981
Chunwei Song, 2125 Pr Vw W Unit 102....................................2016219585
Cintron Laura, 4733 Toronto 309..................................................2016133521
Cisneros Norberto, 5615 Lincoln Way Lot 19............................2016148983
Clark Lawton, 3010 Buchanan Hall.............................................2016219792
Clark Michael, 3805 Dawes Dr.....................................................2016027104
Clevenger Matt M, 211 S 5th St 3...............................................2016213835
Clewell Scott,....................................................................................2016213836
Coates Benjamin E, 1315 Woodstock Ave ...............................2016171114
Coder Jeffrey, 1300 Coconino Rd 137.........................................2016198278
Coertze Leandi, 111 Lynn Ave Unit 308......................................2016080263
Coldiron Shelley J, 2403 N Dakota Ave.....................................2016054737
Cole Alvin, 231 Vlg Dr......................................................................2016225216
Connor Sean, 115 State Ave.........................................................2016251652
Cooper Barbara, 320 Marshall Ave 104.....................................2016133522
Cooper Brandon Lee, 317 Lynn Ave.............................................2016224861
Cooper Eric E, 902 Burnett Ave.....................................................2016090238
Corns Cheryl, 618 Stanton Ave.....................................................2016005522
Cramer John, 1002 Delaware Ave..............................................2016038444
Crawford Endodontics Pllc, 515 Grand Ave Suite 102............2016184236
Cui Di, 645 Squaw Crk Dr Unit 102..............................................2016219461
Cui Xin, 2350 Larch Grne................................................................2016219082
Dandidandelion, 157b University Vlg..........................................2016235037
Danielson Carisa D, Po Box 702 ..................................................2016130812
Davidson Sara, 2704 Bristol Dr.....................................................2016190446
Davis Jeremy N, 711 Bch Ave .................................................... 2016081625
De Nies Taco, 4105 Stone Broke Rd ..........................................2015013981
Deleon Ortiz Victor Manuel, 3319 Story St............................... 2016259052

Dell Brad E, 906 S Dakota Ave.....................................................2016182882
Deshpande Shreekant N, 706 24th St .......................................2016080260
Di Shuyan, 428 Stonehvn Dr Apt 9..............................................2016179168
Dirks David, 140 Lynn......................................................................2016179184
Downing Anna, 2300 Red Oak Dr................................................2016117130
Dunkin Scott M, 717 Garnet Dr.....................................................2016171169
Eilts Melissa, 615 12th St .............................................................2016069192
Eley Trevor, 4709 Steinbeck St 17................................................2016058097
Elmquist/Decker's Bp, 821 Lincoln Way.....................................2016258602
Engelman Jon, 3312 Cedar Ln......................................................2016173551
Ernest Steve J, 118 N Franklin Ave..............................................2016014977
Evans Phillip G, 191 Fountain Vw Dr ..........................................2016215573
Farley Thomas H, 2725 Aspen Rd................................................2016261140
Ficek Casey J, 119 Stanton Ave 518...........................................2016213842
Fiedler Wood Sharoon Elizabeth, 74 Crawfrd Apt A...............2016015550
Fisher Terry J, 601 Hayward..........................................................2016231236
Flack Tom, 3128 Nwood Dr........................................................... 2016010724
Fleege Robert D, 3909 Hoover Ave.............................................2016248021
Fleig John, 2619 Mdw Gln Rd .....................................................2016038567
Fontanini Anthony, 3709 Tripp St Unit 137 ...............................2016252090
Fowler Becky, 608 Durrell Cir .......................................................2016019075
Frein Daniel J, 303 Welch Ave Unit 206 ...................................2016171214
Frieden Benjamin, 608 Douglas Ave Apt 7................................2016163550
Funk Sarah T, 1718 Wilson Ave....................................................2016120925
Gallager Corey P, 3307 Emerald Dr...............................................2016143791
Gang Du, 610 Squaw Crk Dr Unit 1.............................................2016219561
Gardner Timothy, 1300 Gtwy Hls Prk Dr 110 ............................2016219056
Garin, 900 2 Pinon Dr.......................................................................2016141443
Gaylord Paul, 1204 Eaton Jones Isu............................................2016198340
Geddes Victoria, 4510 Steinbeck Apt 1......................................2016058105
Gibbs Plumbing, 127 S Bell Ave...................................................2016010028
Glock Ruth, Iowa Ste Univ/Dept Of Tex......................................2016146634
Goel Harsh, 118 Linden Fulmer.....................................................2016244602
Gondokusumo Brian, 2519 Chamberlain 304...........................2016258480
Gonzalez Mene Victor, 4605 Ontario St Unit 1..........................2016244604
Goodman Jack Patrick, 2012 Country Clb Blvd.........................2016111705
Goodwin Mary, 2401 White Oak Dr ...........................................2016038618
Grayson Felicia R, 1118 Oklahoma Dr.........................................2016091878
Greiner Robert, 4301 Lincoln Swing St......................................2016125228
Gupta Shalabh, 1814 Douglas Ave.............................................2016054501
Gurevich Fbo Anna, 205 Mulberry Blvd......................................2016249321
Ha Tae G, 3225 Frederiksen Ct......................................................2016056610
Halimto Halimto, 600 Squaw Crk Dr 227...................................2016111640
Hall Rena, 1350 Xb Pl......................................................................2016038648
Hall Richard, 800 N 500th..............................................................2016038649
Hall Wade Engineering Services, 403 Whitney Ave...............2016116955
Hamilton Eric E, 4340 Maricopa Dr..............................................2016019081
Han Edwin K, 1425 Coconino Rd Apt 204..................................2016259427
Han Li, 3435 Friley Hall...................................................................2016219473
Hannon Teri, 125 N Franklin Ave..................................................2015225911
Harrison Bryce Jordan Barnes, 1119 Curtiss Ave....................2016231166
Hasstedt Gage, 1915 Stevenson Dr ...........................................2016058116
Hayes Lucas C, 225 Stanton Ave Unit 7.....................................2016015048
Heartland Services, Po Box 811...................................................2016038677
Hejun Xu, 2801 Grand Ave............................................................2016219590
Hensel Dale O, 626 S 16th St Unit 13.........................................2016032006
Heritage Farms Llc, 1920 Philadelphia St Ste 107...................2016163710
Heritage Farms Llc, 510 S 17th St Ste 104................................2016163708
Hessel Mark S, 215 Stanton Ave.................................................2016171297
Highland Peg, 5315 Schubert St..................................................2016123288
Hinders Thomas M, 545 Main St Suite 202.............................2016130944
Hoagland Virginia A, 4313 Ross...................................................2016185131
Hofbauer Anthony, 26772 Us Hwy 69........................................2016166568
Hofmann Heike, 621 Stanton Ave...............................................2016037398
Hoxha Jurgen, 9415 Wilson Hall................................................ 2016032009
Hoy Daniel H, 202 W Lime Ct.......................................................2016248030
Huang Hua, 6232 Frederiksen Ct.................................................2016180076
Huang Tinghua, 815 24th St Unit 6..............................................2016032010
Huang Yukun, 1415 Coconino Rd Unit 301................................2016015074
Hunter Abby, 3115 Story St...........................................................2016252595
Ikeda Yoko, 245 N Hyland Ave Unit 105.....................................2016080323
Ishfaq Ayesha, 1527 Kentucky Ave ............................................2016140600
Isuwvbc Kelly Pickering, 208 Ash Ave........................................2016221302
J&M Plumbing, 407 Gdn Rd.........................................................2016010051
Jacobson Azur J, 419 18th St ......................................................2015014017
James Andrew, 403 N Franklin.....................................................2016058123

Jamison Jeanelle, 416 Billy Sunday Rd Unit 204....................2016245151
Jaya Defina, 2755 Somerset Dr....................................................2016148015
Jenkins Carol L, 2724 Cleveland Dr..............................................2016105887
Jiali Sun, 5222 Frederiksen Ct.......................................................2016219124
Jiali Zhang, 645 Squaw Crk Dr Unit 304....................................2016219807
Johnson Marilyn R, 5120 Schubert St........................................2016131436
Johnson Thomas, 2323 Knapp St Apt 1.....................................2016001541
Johnsonkernes Jennifer, 1426 Maxwl Ave...............................2015158164
Jones Larissa, 1122 Wilson Ave..................................................2016166833
Jones Stacey D, 1325 Wilson Ave..............................................2016015100
Jordan Leslee D, 674 X Ave..........................................................2016132039
Kaad Finn, 4144 Eisenhower Ln Unit 5......................................2016038774
Kalk David A, 505 13th St............................................................. 2016259638
Kanwar Rameshwar, 3123 Rosewood Cir.................................2016038776
Karim Aamir, 4408 Cochrane Pkwy.............................................2016174052
Kearney Gale, 1922 Stevenson Dr ..............................................2015125384
Kelley Karl E, 2639 Knapp St # 1..................................................2016249939
Kessel Randy, 2714 Bristol Dr ......................................................2016213854
Kester Bret, 3824 Tripp St 214......................................................2016198284
Kilmesh Troy D, 3812 Tripp St 324...............................................2016213856
Kizilkaya Kadir, 1217 Delaware Apt 6.........................................2016231244
Klucas Paul, 917 Grand Ave..........................................................2016192209
Klunder Michael, 330 S 2nd St.....................................................2016056899
Knapp Cody C, 4611 Mortensen Rd Unit 226...........................2016015121
Knoxville Area Community Hosp, Po Box 3014........................2016210762
Knudsen, 110 Long St University Vil............................................2016141447
Kobliska Eric, 3807 Tripp St Unit 6................................................2016005696
Konopa Matthew D, 3914 Valy Vw Rd......................................2016260761
Kun Qian, 4701 Steinbeck St Unit 4............................................2016219578
Kunkel Mitchell L, 1006 S Dayton Pl # 10..................................2016015125
Kunz David L, 608 28th St..............................................................2016032214
Larson Arlene, 1101 Blackwood Cir.............................................2016090698
Leaman Theodore, 101 Peach Ln.................................................2016054528
Leege Verl D, 2222 Pr Vw W Unit 101........................................2016171419
Leland Daniel, 4223 Toronto..........................................................2016056961
Leong Wei N, 3812 Tripp St Unit 323..........................................2016163036
Leopold Seth, 416 Billysunday Rd Apt 315................................2016170011
Lepage Sandy, 901 Vermont Cir....................................................2016017006
Lertpaitoonpan Warisara, 4400 Wbrk Dr Unit 27....................2016121622
Leslie Hall Leslie Hall, 800n 500th Ave.......................................2016241591
Li Jiayu, 2511 Aspen Rd Unit 8.....................................................2016091539
Li Ms Xio, 2603 Kent Ave............................................................. 2016116689
Li Shiyang, 2995 Friley Stanton ....................................................2016231246
Lilienthal Jacob, 201 Gray Ave ....................................................2016234816
Lim Soo H, Iowa State University 8459 Wilson........................2016056984
Lin Yan F, 3524 Lincoln Way 79 ....................................................2016178226
Lin Zhenjia, 209 S Oak Ave Unit 121...........................................2016032027
Lithio Andrew, 4011 Lincoln Way................................................2016083097
Liu Boqi, 4630 Twain St..................................................................2016056991
Liu Pan, 2711 Ferndl Ave # 10.......................................................2016242524
Liu Pan, 3315 Roy Ky Unit 10 ....................................................... 2016184180
Liu Quan, 644 Squaw Crk Dr Unit 26...........................................2016056993
Loku Labinot, 3420 Eisenhower Ave..........................................2016216028
Lu Chenrui, 4128 Frederiksen Ct ..................................................2016032029
Lu Xuan, 2707 Luther Dr Dr6.........................................................2016057011
Luo Jie, 124 Hyland Ave 104.........................................................2016213861
Luo Wei, 428 Stone Hvn Dr 20.....................................................2016167238
Luo Xin, 1210 Walton Dr Unit 105...............................................2016219837
Ma Xiaorui, 1400 Coconino St 115..............................................2016182906
Ma Yu, 4237 Frederiksen Ct..........................................................2016244514
Macken Linda C, 3126 Nwood Dr................................................2016105788
Mahajan Ashvin, 1320 Gtwy Hls Apt 505 ................................2016003407
Mallipudi Sri, 428 S Walnut Ave Unit 24...................................2016219838
Malloy Eugene, 4406 Castlewood Pl Unit 3 .............................2016259803
Martin Robert L, 3620 Farnham Dr..............................................2016082459
Marvin Zeb, 247 N. Sheldon Ave. Unit 31.................................2016241500
Mazur Alexander, 5 Schletter Vlg Unit B....................................2016054539
Mccuddin Daniel, 1316 S Duff Ave Unit 14...............................2016253301
Mckernan Judith A, 4142 Eisenhower Ln 5..............................2016037425
Mead Sandra C, 3967 Hunters Hl Way......................................2016167420
Mendez Augustin, 1429 Curtiss Ave...........................................2016080734
Mendoza Armand T, 4501 Steinbeck St Unit 2.........................2016171483
Meng Shengqi, 1439 Wilson Gwynne.......................................2016057121
Metz Brent, 2004 Mccarthy Rd .................................................. 2016082460
Meyer Sidney, 159 University Vlg................................................2016216044
Mingda Luo, 2801 Grand Ave.......................................................2016219101

Minick Alane, 3142 Bayberry Rd..................................................2016253421
Mokaya Amanda M, 1813 Mdwln Ave.....................................2016121337
Moore Jeane, 3426 Coy St Unit 101...........................................2016253454
Moorman Kristin A, 1223 9th St..................................................2016187206
Moshaiqih Abdulssalam M, 4820 Mortensen Rd Unit 105......2016080299
Nanqin Gu, 645 Squaw Crk Dr Unit 304.....................................2016219518
Neal Melissa D, Po Box 761..........................................................2016067425
Nelson Anna K, 1506 Wilson Av..................................................2016113301
Nelson Anna K, 5203 Schubert St...............................................2016107921
Nelson Dylan C, 1114 N 4th St.....................................................2016259975
Nelson Trent, 3522 Lincoln Way..................................................2016261815
Netalya Llc, 4518 Mortensen Rd Suit 109.................................2016149780
Newburg Ann, 2200 Hamilton Dr Unit 501...............................2016253593
Niederhauser Audrey L, 4019 199th St......................................2016243279
Nielsen Adam, 4400 W Brk Dr.....................................................2016081533
Niess Cody, 2908 Ontario St.........................................................2016172370
Nilakanta Sree, 1579 Reagan Dr ................................................2016039010
North Grand Mall, 2801 Grand Ave............................................2016000101
Novota Alzbeta, 312 Bessey Hall Isu..........................................2016032037
Odonnell Raymond Albert, 2610 Nrdg Pkwy Unit 305............2016087313
Ohde Nicholaus R, 1602 Reagan Dr ...........................................2016213867
Olson Donna, 419 22nd St............................................................2016039029
Ortberg Alexander T, 3630 Story St.............................................2016141452
Palmersheim Nick, 3022 Oakland St...........................................2016253713
Park Sang I, 224 Hayward Ave Unit 201....................................2016032039
Park Sun Mi, 2516 Aspen Rd Unit 10..........................................2016069125
Parker Jason, 1025 3rd St So........................................................2016107548
Parr Jacob, 4618 Twain St.............................................................2016003628
Partnership Independent Press, 317 5th St................................2016240066
Patel Ashok D, 2503 Ferndl Ave Unit 2.......................................2016135355
Pearce John Merle, 2262 227th Pl ............................................ 2015014076
Pedersen Brian, 528 Billy Sunday Rd Unit 305.........................2016245155
Pei Fang, 223 Crystal St Unit 311.................................................2016033224
Peng Haixi, 211 S Franklin Ave.....................................................2016028167
Penne Daniel, 4716 Twain St........................................................2016245156
Perkins Dawn, 614 Billy Sunday Rd Unit 306............................2016245157
Peterson Benjamin, 2519 Chamberlain St Unit 310................2016032174
Peterson Christine L, 217 Welch Ave Unit 403.........................2016171588
Pinnacle Proeprties, 4503 Twain Apt 301..................................2016039067
Pitt Heidi, 220 Washington Ave.................................................. 2015225910
Pope Logan W, 6100 Lincoln Way Unit 64................................2016015263
Porter Mary J, 2726 White Oak Dr..............................................2016260116
Prell Sophia Lynne, 5910 Lincoln Way Apt 213 .......................2016109167
Prenosil Charles, 300 Stanton Apt 205.......................................2016141454
Price Derek, 528 Billy Sunday Rd Unit 309.................................2016245159
Prima Thammaraks, 620 Maple Shling......................................2016219126
Propaganda Llc, 2627 Kent Ave 26..............................................2016213868
Proulx Brandy, 2820 Ontario St.....................................................2016216074
Qian Shichao, 826 Dickinson Ave Unit 7....................................2016032048
Qilin Fan, 7209 Willow Lommen..................................................2016219660
Qin Hao Xiang, 119 Stanton Ave 515.........................................2016213869
Qiu Qiwen, 4263 Welch Cassell...................................................2016057383
Readhead Paul H, 2720 Stange Rd ............................................2016081352
Reitano Sierra, 303 Crane Ave......................................................2016031595
Rhiner Michael, 3911 Calhoun Ave.............................................2016019100
Ribner Andrew B, 6135 Nfrk Rd...................................................2016067147
Riesselman Alexa, 4720 Mortensen Rd 207............................2016220388
Rim Dan, 2249 Friley Godfrey........................................................2016219483
Rinderknecht Trent J, 305 S 5th Apt 365....................................2016169353
Rippke Melissa, 710 7th St............................................................2016181488
Robertson William P, 1707 Woodhvn Cir....................................2016182933
Robinson Clinton Ray, 1236 Michigan Ave................................2016146733
Rock Esther, 622 Douglas Ave......................................................2015014086
Rude Jamie, 1304 Harding Ave....................................................2016004861
Ruppert Edward M, 118 Hayward Ave Ste 6...........................2016147740
Rwk Prop, 437 Hayward Ave........................................................2016015306
Ryan Stephanie, 510 Billy Sunday Rd Unit 304 2.....................2016245161
Ryerson Leslie, 3326 Dartmoor Rd..............................................2016110418
Ryherd Lee, 312 Hlcrst Apt 11.......................................................2016083135
Safely Nancy L, 516 E 14th St.......................................................2016122481
Sanchez Mayly, 2816 Grnsboro Dr...............................................2016039161
Santillan Ruben, 2624 Cottonwood Rd......................................2016260234
Schimidt Phillip, 220 Raphael Ave Unit 12.................................2016032059
Schmidt Bryan, 2644 Hunt #6.......................................................2016216086
Schwichtenberg Roland, 614 Mdw Pl........................................2016260263
Severseike Branden, 218 Ash Ave..............................................2016224844

Seymour Antonia, 632 Agg Ave..................................................2016003412
Sha Mengzhou, 144 University Vlg Unit C.................................2016015326
Shannon Benjamin M, 1307 Florida Ave...................................2016175969
Sharma Sugam K, 3910 Tripp St Unit 132.................................2016030392
Sheeder Amanda, 2101 Oakwood Rd Apt T8..........................2015158726
Sheidahi Michael, 215 S Sherman Ave Unit 6.........................2016245163
Shen Dan, 3426 Orion Dr Unit 230..............................................2016219678
Shirbroun Beverly J, 420 E 20th St..............................................2016131340
Short Eric, 4225 Lincoln Swing St Apt 12...................................2016207254
Shuai Zhang, 6359 Wallace Hall..................................................2016219348
Sieren Ross T, 228 Dotson Dr........................................................2016015334
Signature Rescources Inc, 1615 Golden Aspen Dr Ste...........2016010065
Siqi Wang, 3714 Tripp St Unit 103...............................................2016219744
Smith Ruth A, 1229 Roosevelt......................................................2016181905
Snavely Kale S, 2924 Oakland St.................................................2016213874
Sorbo John, 135 Dotson Dr 105...................................................2016174176
Sorenson Amanda, 1911 Clark Ave............................................2016057634
Sperling Dustin D, 4716 Twain St 4716 Twain St....................2016248066
Stave Timothy M, 218 Ash Ave....................................................2016231259
Strasser Erich, 5403 Cervantes Dr................................................2016133539
Su Chih Chia, 2612 Aspen Rd 7 ...................................................2016054585
Sun Binbin, 4625 Steinbeck 3.......................................................2016091211
Sun Jing, 6311 Frederiksen Ct......................................................2016219136
Sun Jinwen, 210 S Franklin Ave..................................................2016032072
Suphannawong Nisakan, 129 S Duff Ave.................................2016215579
Susun Wei, 644 Squaw Crk Unit 19...........................................2016219138
Svatos Richard, 606 Doyle Ave....................................................2016042109
Swift Abigail, 2126 Greeley St.....................................................2016058203
Swinton Nathan, 2917diamondst................................................2016176507
Syed Salahuddin, 1209 Idaho Ave 1212 Iowa Ave..................2016168606
Szadkowski Marion A, 2517 Aspen Rd 6...................................2016134523
Tamez Cidalia, Trlr 576 100 Lincoln Way....................................2016031786
Tang Chenxi, 4912 Mortensen Rd 1021.....................................2016213878
Tao Haokun, 3821 Tiverton Ct Unit 206......................................2016080733
Taylor Lindsey, 224 Ash Ave .........................................................2016189186
Thomas Johnon H, 3010 Regency Ct Apt 32............................2016125310
Thompson Taylor, 1209 Mayfld Dr Unit 106..............................2016184153
Tian Luan, 7209 Willow Lommen.................................................2016219157
Tifft Sara, 2017 Stevenson Dr.......................................................2016039326
Timmerman Curtis, 2706 Kent Ave. Apt 105.............................2016241538
Timmons John Erik, 2108 Greeley St......................................... 2016128550
Tjandra Wiwi S, 4325 Todd Dr 205 ............................................2016213879
Tong Jiajie, 1232 Frederiksen Ct ..................................................2016244284
Tott Daniel A, 2816 Lincoln Way..................................................2016015386
Tran Hoang D, 839 Dickinson Ave 6............................................2016213880
Tree Top Preschool, 2015 Hayes...................................................2016245306
Tribone Mary J, 1315 Kellogg Ave...............................................2016050147
Tsabedze Sinele B, 42 Schletter Vlg Unit B................................2016054590
Tsushima Teresa, 3809 Eisenhower Ave...................................2016055812
Unique Therapies Llc, Po Box 671................................................2016032079
Valentine Zachary, 122 University Vlg Unit A ...........................2016057780
Vandervalk Arnold, 1418 Clark Ave.............................................2016039360
Vaske Travis J, 421 Stonehvn Dr Apt 207 .................................2016260483
Walker Caleb K, 4912 Mortensen Rd Apt 1213.......................2016080816
Walker David A, 919 S 16th St Apt 319.....................................2016081024
Walker Robert C, 1211 Clark Ave................................................2016105749
Wang Jun, 610 Squaw Crk Dr Unit 1..........................................2016219346
Wang Kai, 5456 Wilson Lamson................................................ 2016219587
Wang Long, 220 Raphael Ave 2 ..................................................2016213883
Wang Shengyang, 301 S 4th St 28............................................ 2016213884
Wang Wei, 246 N Hyland Ave Unit 1.........................................2016032084
Wang Yijian, 1351 Wallace Kilbourne........................................2016057840
Wang Zhenkai, 2510 Bristol Dr ....................................................2016192065
Ward Bryce, 203 S 5th St...............................................................2016210855
Ward Christopher, 2321 Loop Dl..................................................2016057842
Warren Becky R, 1231 N Dakota Ave Unit 10..........................2016171820
Watkins Emma, 510 Stanton Ave................................................2016254810
Weitzel Norman, 1329 Arizona Ave............................................2016173168
Wesley Life, 103 E 6th St 104 ......................................................2016172686
Widharta Witra Wigunamega, 2519 Chamberlain St............2016215580
Wijaya Frederik H, 3117 Evergrn Ave.........................................2016128561
Wilcox Lon G, 1408 Douglas Ave................................................2016133366
Wilkie Casey, 616 Billy Sunday Rd Unit 210..............................2016245165
Winegger Kyle, 1425 Coconino Rd Apt 102..............................2016004306
Winkey Melissa, 2204 Jensen.....................................................2016216103
Wirth Aaron, 5556 Skycrst Dr ......................................................2016261233

SPORTS
Zhu Yuwei, 4305 Maricopa Dr 8 .................................................2016010011
Zhuang Shengjie, 158c University Vlg........................................2016219625
Ziberman Vikroriya, 510 Billy Sunday Rd Unit 104...................2016245167
Ziyu Song, 4420 Wilson Johnson................................................2016219121
Cambridge
Christopherson Margaret H, 57795 310th St............................2016206631
Dahl Staci L, 408 Race St...............................................................2016171129
Difrancisco Dorothy M, 105 5th St..............................................2016249172
Mcmillen Ronald, 29659 595th....................................................2015133235
Nelson Joshuah W, 124 S Riv St.................................................2016215578
Patterson Julee, 108 S Race St....................................................2016260060
Young Estate Of Rosalend J, 101 3rd Strret Apt 3...................2016076076
Collins
Andrew John L, 10428 Edge St....................................................2016257693
Ellis Lucas J, P O Box 217...............................................................2016163305
Spaulding Jade, 227 2nd St..........................................................2016133536
Thomas Brandy, 413 Main St.......................................................2016012440
Colo
Hussey Gary, 311 W St..................................................................2016259567
Narez Matthew, 25344 Us Hwy 65 ............................................2016088291
Gilbert
Abbott Anna L, 117 Shepard St Box 162....................................2016050148
Mander Wayne C, 307 Prarie Vw Dr...........................................2016037419
Slocum Katherine G, Po Box 370.................................................2016128530
Huxley
Adams Russell W, 406 Parkrdg Ave............................................2016122620
Bartlett Michael D, 110 Lynwood Dr ..........................................2016131874
Burkland Delores A, 408 Npark Blvd...........................................2016128006
Chelsvig Ronald, 53651 290th St3 ..............................................2016261112
Cockerham Mike, 805 N 5th Ave................................................ 2016134994
Dinsdale Ronald, 29480 Us Hwy 69............................................2016257700
Doolittle Kent, 813 Pne Valy Dr ....................................................2016150367

Flaws Jacob, 203 N 3rd Ave Apt C1...........................................2016242790
Harvey Danielle, 303 Centennial Dr ...........................................2016250420
Huth Sharon, 514 Timberln............................................................2016013203
Legaspi Miel, 516 Timberln............................................................2016167133
Mosher Julie, 1113 Rdgwood Dr.................................................2015259747
Reilly Mary Jo, 106 National Dr 203...........................................2016237188
Schoonover Marylynn, 610 Hwy 69 Nbox 174.........................2016031672
Kelley
Black Ward, 27385 530th Av .......................................................2016111797
John Alex J, Rt 1..............................................................................2016131574
John Michael Scott, Rr 1................................................................2016134070
Meredith Jodi L, 908 Weber St....................................................2016121505
Nordin Josh C, 30048 520th Ave.................................................2016259993
Santiamagro Matthew J, 920 Grnvw St...................................2016183691
Maxwell
Billings John J, Po Box 362............................................................2016258784
Callahan Samuel B, 408 Maxwl St.............................................2016056161
Faulkner Dwight O, Rr 2..................................................................2016000008
Littman Kerry J, 409 Main St ......................................................2016080279
Mills Roger B, 13440 Ne 110th Ct..............................................2016207316
Polich Jessie, Rr 1............................................................................2016122385
Shaw James B, 12333 Ne 98th St..............................................2016017915
Smith Jim, 14300 Ne 84th St ......................................................2016070493
Viers Gregory, 31896 640th Ave...................................................2015258523
Mccallsburg
Thomas Samantha, 320 N Third St.............................................2016182925
Nevada
Alexander Amanda L, 832 W N Ave...........................................2016258640
Battle George, 21353 620th Ave..................................................2016258742
Biensen Barbara A Estate Of, 621 S 13th St............................2016260673
Busch Daniel, 802 Shagbark Dr....................................................2016038356
Christie Danny L, 1339 K Ave........................................................2016067256

Cooper Pam, 1110 9th St Apt 2....................................................2016258526
Cross Brad, 135 Maple Ave Apt 2202........................................2016158059
Double D Plumbing, 65147 190th St...........................................2016256230
Dreke Nicholas A, 64600 260th St............................................. 2016259088
Duarte Ulloa Alex Geovani, 1115 Nevada St............................2016237697
Ferguson Teresa, 619 18th St........................................................2016038558
Franklin Robert W, 725 S 11th St.................................................2016125221
Furman John, 919 10th St Apt 2b................................................2016187579
Gray Shirley, 715 14th St Pl............................................................2016198185
Groomes Estate Of Glen, 505 Southwoods Dr........................2016178139
Hammer Curt, 630 16th St.............................................................2016037389
Hattery J Robert, 415 J Ave..........................................................2016011104
Heckathorne Loren, 1338 4th St...................................................2016038679
Helland Kermit L, 418 W 4th St Apt 115....................................2016112467
Hickey Robert D, 1720 2nd St.......................................................2016159693
Kapustka Anne L, 1642 S G Ave Apt 212...................................2016054782
Lindquist Sarah A, 1305 S G Ave Unit 9.....................................2016121709
Loyed Kay L, 513 6th St..................................................................2016092355
Ludwig Larry, 1110 9th St Apt 2...................................................2016258557
Lysne Taylor R, 617 S Ave..............................................................2016122095
M 5n, 1800 S B Ave........................................................................2016175955
Maiefski Paul, 1025 M Ave...........................................................2016038896
Miller Craig, 10 Maple Dr Lot 1....................................................2016231250
Myers Ione, 505 4th St...................................................................2016259968
Naumann Andrew T, 718 7th St.................................................. 2016010057
Norrris Mildred, 10 Maple Ave 123............................................2016226579
Randall Kaelen, 1931 6th St..........................................................2016182915
Rossow Christopher, 434 6th St...................................................2016133535
See Donna, 62650 270th St..........................................................2016036754
Shadursky Molly, 825 T Ave Apt 45............................................2016168319
St Catholic, 410 Bailey St...............................................................2016039249
Van Group, 1316 6th St...................................................................2016039355
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Vier Kevin, 1116 S B Ave................................................................2016086790
Vinsand Jason, 1134 K Ave Apt 4................................................2016015405
Walter Louis R, 937 12th St...........................................................2016079838
Roland
Friest Michael, 10670 600th Ave.................................................2016257132
Henry Dean, 502 E Maple St........................................................2016038690
Slater
Elliott Thomas, 50325 310th St.................................................... 2015225966
Foster Daniel D, 615 1st Ave ........................................................2016066985
Jorgensen Chrisopter, 101 4th Ave..............................................2016113353
Li Jiahao, 623 Grne St.....................................................................2016211745
Story City
Arnold Larry S, 812 Cedar St Apt 222.........................................2016258687
Hall Dale W, 212 Lafayette Ave...................................................2016231239
Hodnefield Mary, 110 Elm Ave.....................................................2016178219
Millang Donald Estate Of...............................................................2016258532
Pella Corp, 1701 Brd St...................................................................2016184173
Powell Kevin, 14848 Us Hwy 69..................................................2016260119
Skjordal Paul Rickard Mr, 120 1st St Lot 13...............................2016127012
Zearing
Gibbons Michael D, C O Atty James Burton.............................2016084907
Krueger Hilma, 220 N Olive St......................................................2016038826
Meimann Gerald R, 16024 Us Hwy 65.......................................2016259878
Schnur Branden, 313 N Olive St...................................................2016172410

Katy Klopfenstein/Iowa State Daily

Ames continued...
Wooge Rebecca S, 1203 Marston Ave......................................2016132155
Wu Shijia, 1311 Harding Ave........................................................2016213885
Wurth Myles, 210 S Hyland 9.......................................................2016058218
Xiaoteng Wang, 1400 Coconino Rd Unit 109...........................2016219133
Xijing Zhou, 2212 Frederiksen Ct..................................................2016219135
Xinyue Shen, 4720 Mortensen Rd Unit 304..............................2016219118
Xu Hanzi, 219 S Sherman Unit 5..................................................2016088294
Xue Yutong, 4317 Lincoln Swing St Unit 37..............................2016057942
Yakel Deborah L, 2726 Luther Dr..................................................2016147930
Yang Kunting, 420 S 4th St Unit 8................................................2016057946
Yang Qing, 47 Schletter Vlg Unit D..............................................2016032092
Yang Qiu, 1458 Truman Pl..............................................................2016219114
Yang Xiangpeng, 4701 Steinbeck St Unit 4...............................2016057948
Yeo Lee P, 1429 Walton Dr Apt 204.............................................2016182935
Yoder Benjamin, 120 S Maple Ave.............................................2016039451
Yoo Jungyun, 7102 Buchanan Hall..............................................2016057951
Yoon Duk H, 2816 Stange Rd Unit 2............................................2016057952
You Zhe, Po Box 3214.....................................................................2016215581
Yu Hu, 6223 Frederiksen Ct............................................................2016219092
Yu Luqiao, 164 University Vlg F......................................................2016182598
Yu Yuan, 1104 Pinion Dr 6 ............................................................2016182599
Yun Ai, 3502 Lincoln Way Unit 3..................................................2016219507
Zaou Redouane, 1913 Duff Ave...................................................2016058219
Zehua Li, 304 Welch Ave Unit 203............................................. 2016219216
Zhang Gui Ping, 12 Physics Hall Isu.............................................2016215582
Zhang Xuanchen, 205 Bch Ave 304............................................2016213888
Zhang Yuan, 107 Oneil Dr .............................................................2016032205
Zhao Siming, 2627 Kent Ave 2.....................................................2016169177
Zhaoyang Jin, 702 Maple Walls..................................................2016219095
Zhou Li, 230 Raphael Ave Unit 9..................................................2016042464
Zhu Shiwen, 2125 Frederiksen Ct #2125...................................2016091564
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SPORTS
REVIEW
After three years of relative dominance in the Iowa Corn CyHawk Series, the Cyclones started the series on the wrong foot,
losing to Iowa in football 42-3 on Sept. 10. The basketball teams
didn’t fare much better, as the women’s and men’s team fell at
Carver -Hawkeye Arena on back-to-back nights. The men, who
entered the game as six-point favorites, lost 78-64 Thursday
night. The loss ended a three-year win streak.

Ryan Young/Iowa State Daily

Emily Blobaum/Iowa State Daily

Iowa State lost to the University of Iowa 42-3 on Sept. 10 at Kinnick Stadium. The win was the Hawkeyes’
second straight victory against Iowa State in football.
RIGHT
Naz Mitrou-Long drives to the
hoop on Iowa’s Nicholas Baer
on Thursday in Iowa City. The
Cyclones fell to the Hawkeyes
78-64.

LEFT
ISU head coach Bill Fennelly
yells out a play during the game
against Drake University on Nov.
20. The Cyclones would go on to
defeat the Bulldogs 75-67, improving their record to 3-0.
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Start a winter blog
By Grace. Rigdon
@iowastatedaily.com
The stress of finals and
late nights in the library are
finally coming to a close,
and the next three weeks
are for you! The thought of
sleeping in your own bed,
hugging your family members and binge watching
Netflix is almost in reach.
What are you going to do
with your break and how
are you going to spend your
time?
Many people find a real
love in writing and capturing great memories that can
then become shared stories
with others for a lifetime.
This Winter Break, you have
a chance to finally sit down,
kick your shoes off and start
your own blog in the comfort of your home.
This is a how-to article for
kicking off your blog, Winter
Break style.
Before creating your
blog, think about what you
want to capture this Winter
Break. Do you want to focus
on your fabulous holiday
and winter wardrobe or
your favorite holiday meals
and top books you must
read? Find what passion you
want to follow and go for it.
The best blog has personality and love for what you are
writing about.
I always get questions on
what website to use to create a blog. The answer is,
it’s up to you. Lots of people
think there is a special trick
but it truly is learning what
website you can learn to
maneuver and what you enjoy using. There are so many
including Wix, Weebly, Yola
and more. I personally use

Wix because I love the tools
and bonuses it comes with.
After getting a website
and creating your domain
you are ready to start writing. What do you want your
first post to the world to
be? If you’re stuck, try these
ideas for great winter stories.
Clean it up for a lookbook
Winter cleaning is always
one of my favorite things to
do. Rummage through your
closet and find some classic
throwbacks you forgot you
had back there. Take out
your big sweaters and favorite winter boots along with
the perfect Christmas and
New Years Eve dress. Try
them on, hit the town and
bring a camera. Take pictures in the mirror of these
looks and spend time writing about how they make
you feel, how they make
you look and why this is
important to others.
Highlight your family
Do you like ugly Christmas sweaters? Take pictures
of your family in their ugly
sweaters and write your favorite memories that come
from them. Write about
what makes them ugly and
what makes them such a
great tradition.
Feed your inner foodie
Are you a holiday food
lover? Take pictures of your
favorite home-cooked winter meals and give out the
recipes. Give your viewers the steps you took and
healthy benefits. Share your
favorite holiday cookies or

what you like to make with
your family. Do you have
any family traditions you do
every year?
Go to your favorite hometown coffee shops and write
about your favorite winter
coffees and the way you feel
snuggled up back at home.
Take pictures of the way this
makes you feel and the cute
coffee store stools.
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Read something besides a
textbook
Hit up Barnes and Noble
and share with us the hot
new reads that are perfect
for sitting by the fire with
our puppies and blankets.
Hopefully these ideas
sparked creativity, and I
encourage someone with
passion to get out there and
start writing. Winter Break
is the perfect time to start
your own blog because you
will have all of the time in
the world, a great couch to
sit on and work, and winterflavored coffee you can sip
on while getting down to
business.
If I could give any advice,
it would be to take great pictures and really capture the
moment. Readers/viewers
love pictures to help create
the story. Then, share your
photos on all social media
with a link to your article,
and others will be thankful
you are sharing a part of you
and giving advice, tips and
your favorite tricks.
Hopefully this will start
your winter adventure of
exploring you and writing
down this beautiful break
you are about to have. Take
it in, be yourself and kick
off your blog Winter-Break
style.

Brandon Spencer/Iowa State Daily

Crystal Davenport, freshman in apparel, merchandising and design, is a self-proclaimed Selfie Queen who
uses her pictures to show her well diverse sense of style. Find her original spotlight online.
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Brandon Spencer/Iowa State Daily

Tre Moore, senior in journalism and mass communications, has a strong
love for fashion and uses it to express himself on a day-to-day basis.

Brandon Spencer/Iowa State Daily

Walter Hardy, freshman in apparel, merchandising and design, loves to go
thrift shopping to find pieces to develop different aesthetics.
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Brandon Spencer/Iowa State Daily

Grace Olsen, freshman in apparel, merchandising and design, believes
that there is never not a time to dress up.

Be her everything!

220 Main Street www.amessilversmithing.com 232-0080
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HOLIDAY
CRAFT
JARS

By Amanda.Wymore
@iowastatedaily.com
’Tis the season to be
generous and giving …
but you’re broke and losing time.
Scratch the idea of
buying that expensive
gift for each of your family members and make a
homemade gift that is inexpensive and works for
lots of different people
on your list.
Find instructions for
making these inexpensive holiday gifts on our
website.

THE LANDING
Live in the Best Out West

4710 - 4712 - 4714 Mortensen Road

N

ew

Au

g

20

15

!

3 Bed, 2 Bath
1100 sq ft
4 Bed, 2 Bath
1306 sq ft
5 Bed, 2 Bath
1819 sq ft

• 50 MB Internet
• Direct TV with HD
• Ames Racquet & Fitness
• Washer and Dryer
• Pet Friendly (Cats Only)

258 N Hyland

www.fpmofames.com

$200
deposit
per bedroom,
GUARENTEED
LOW HEAT

515-292-5020

Monday, December 12, 2016

LAZY
JAR
INGREDIENTS
42 oz. bag Holiday Milk
Chocolate M&M’s
Paper towel roll
Money (bill of your
choice)
DECORATION
Large jar
Gift tags
Twine
Scissors
Markers

Amanda Wymore/Iowa State Daily

As a last-minute gift in a jar, throw some candy around a bit of cash.

SELF

BLOODY
MARY

Amanda Wymore/Iowa State Daily

This gift includes everything you
need to make a bloody mary drink.

Monday, December 12, 2016
INGREDIENTS
5.5 oz. V8 Juice can
50 mL mini vodka
bottle
59 mL mini Tabasco
bottle
1.5” x 2” zip-style bags
3 Tbsp. celery salt
1 Tbsp. Paprika
2 tsp. black pepper
1 tsp. ground mustard
DECORATION
A large jar
Gift tags
Card stock
Raffia
Twine
Striped straw
Scissors
Stapler
Markers

HOT
COCOA

Amanda Wymore/Iowa State Daily

Give the gift of ready-to-make
cocoa in a jar.

INGREDIENTS
2 cups sugar
½ cup unsweetened cocoa
powder
1 cup all-purpose
flour
½ cup chopped
pecans
½ cup chocolate
chips
DECORATION
Wide-moth quart
canning
Gift tags
Red and green
twine
Scissors
Markers
Spatula

TASTY

BROWNIE

INGREDIENTS
1 ¾ cup non-fat dry
milk powder
¾ cup unsweetened cocoa powder
¾ cup powdered
sugar
Mini chocolate
chips
Crushed candy
canes
Mini Marshmallows
DECORATION
Wide-mouth quart
canning jar
Gift tags
Red twine
Scissors
Markers

Amanda Wymore/Iowa State Daily

Give the gift of brownie mix in
a jar.
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DG’s hosts third annual Ames Finds Films
By Jacob.Beals
@iowastatedaily.com
The internet is a place
that holds hours upon
hours of video. Some of
those videos become popular and spread across the
internet like a virus, while
others go unnoticed.
They reach audiences
everywhere, including
people right here in the
Ames community. Ames
Finds Films is an annual
event that showcases videos from YouTube and
Vimeo that are local favorites.
Tom Lindsley started
Ames Finds Films as a
small get-together in his
house, and after a few
years of doing the event,
he decided to pitch the
idea to venues in downtown Ames. Since that time
three years ago, the film
festival has been held at
DG’s Tap House.
Most video submissions
in the event are pre-existing videos that are not
produced by local residents. This aspect makes it
different than a typical film
festival, but Lindsley set it
up that way on purpose.
He was interested to see
what types of videos people would find and turn in.
Lindsley started looking
into how people view content online while he was a
graduate student at Iowa
State University.
“I was in grad school at
the time and some of my
study was looking at how
people create and consume content and connect in the world,” Lindsley said. “I found that we

have the ability to create
all kinds of content at the
click of a button, but we
are much better at consuming that content then
creating it.”
Anyone can submit their
favorite video to the Ames
Finds Films website. After the submissions are
in, Lindsley goes through
about seven hours of video
to find the best ones. Thirteen different categories
are set up on the site for
video submission.
During the event, audience members will watch
the videos that make it into
the event, and then they
vote for their favorites in
each category. Ames related, animals, bloopers
and commercials are just
a few of the categories in
the festival.
Lindsley said the comedy categories, such as
parody, tend to get the
best reactions from the
crowd, but serious and inspirational videos are also
popular.
At the end of the night,
each winner from every
category will be submitted
into a final pool together
to decide the overall best
video of the night.
While selecting the videos for the event, Lindsley
said he likes to bring in
a mix of videos that are
well known, along with
ones that may fly under
the radar.
“I like to have a good
mix,” Lindsley said. “I
think that no matter how
viral something has gone,
there is still a pocket of
people who haven’t seen
it, so there’s still gonna be
a crowd response to some

Courtesy of Tom Lindsley

An audience watches submissions during last year’s Ames Finds Films Festival. During the annual event, audience members watch video submissions and then vote for their favorites in each category.

of those, and [to] those
who have seen it, if it was
popular enough, you’re
gonna get the whole crowd
into it.”
Prizes are given out to
each category’s winner
as well as a grand prize,
which is awarded to the
best overall video.
Lindsley said the bar has
had good turnouts for this
event, and he mentioned
that some attendees come
back year after year to submit new entries. He said
several of those who make
the event a tradition enter
unique content each year
that may have gone unnoticed by most people.
“This brings out a lot of
videos that were hidden in

the woodwork,” Lindsley
said.
Lindsley believes that
one of the most important
aspects of this event is that
it brings people together
and lets them all share with
each other.
“My hope is that events
like this bring people
into a space where they
are around people they
haven’t met before,” Lindsley said.
Ames Finds Films 3 will
be held at DG’s Tap House
at 8 p.m. Dec. 16. The event
is free and it is for ages 21
and older only.
To find out more about
Ames Finds Films, or to
submit a video, visit the
event’s website.
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SUB adds Jesse
Eisenberg to lineup
By Dalton.Gackle
@iowastatedaily.com
Student Union Board announced on Facebook last week
that actor Jesse Eisenberg will
speak in the Great Hall in January.
Eisenberg will be in the Great
Hall at 11 p.m. Jan. 27 as part of
ISU AfterDark.
Eisenberg is known for his roles
in “The Social Network,” “Zombieland,” the “Now You See Me”
films and “Batman v. Superman.”
The New York native grew up
participating in theater. After
transferring to the High School of
Performing Arts in New York City,
Eisenberg landed a role in the independent film “Rodger Dodger.”
Eisenberg gained some attention in 2005 after his performance

in the independent drama “The
Squid and the Whale.”
2009 was his breakout year,
when he starred alongside Kristen
Stewart in “Adventureland” and
then alongside Woody Harrelson
in “Zombieland.”
The next year, he was nominated for the Acedemy Award for
“Best Actor” for his performance
as Mark Zuckerberg in “The Social Network.”
Since his nomination, Eisenberg has starred in several boxoffice successes including “30
Minutes or Less,” “Now You See
Me,” “Now You See Me 2” and
“Batman v. Superman.” He has
also continued to appear on the
stage, acting in several New York
theater shows.
Eisenberg’s show at the Great
Hall will be free for everyone.

Courtesy of flickr

Jesse Eisenberg is known for his roles in “The Social Network,” “Zombieland,” the “Now You See Me” films and “Batman V. Superman.” He will speak in the Great Hall of the Memorial Union on Jan. 27 as part of ISU AfterDark.

Must be Doin’
Must
be
Doin’
Something
Right.
Must
be
Doin’
Something Right.
Santa
Santa is
is a
a Regular.
Regular.
Something
Right.
Santa is a Regular.
Santa is a Regular.

BEER . FOOD . BASKETBALL .
123
123 Main
Main
123 Main
Main
Home
Ticket
Home of
of the
the NFL
NFL Sunday
Sunday123
Ticket

Home of the NFL Sunday Ticket
Home of the NFL Sunday Ticket

134 Main St. Downtown Ames
515-612-4949
Whiskey River On Main
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sudoku

LEVEL:

crossword

1 2 3 4

Complete the grid so each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every
digit, 1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve
Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk

Across
1 Indian spiced tea
5 Certain PC laptops
9 Attack baked-on

grease, say
14 Posterior
15 Ding-a-ling
16 On the __: no
charge

17 Hence
18 World’s longest
river
19 “Shucks!”
20 “Just lookee here”

EARLY BIRD

TEXTBOOK RESERVATION

Ordering available now through Januar y 2nd.

1
2
3

Login to Access Plus, open
your class schedule and
click on “View Complete
Textbook List.”
Order your course
materials and select Early
Bird Pickup.
Pick up your order the
weekend before classes
start.

We d o t h e wo r k . Yo u avo i d t h e l i n e s .

23 Plank in a playground
24 “Exodus” actor
Mineo
25 “__ you listening
to me?”
28 Genie’s offering
31 Blubbered
33 “But it was working
when I left!”
36 German eight
38 “As I see it,” in email
39 Like a pretentious
museumgoer
40 2000 Mel Gibson
film
45 Transparent
46 Clutter-free
47 __-cone: shaved ice
dessert
48 Christmas
cupful
50 1980 Olivia
Newton-John/ELO hit
55 Information
superhighway whose
abbreviation inspired
this puzzle’s theme
58 Comic Smirnoff
61 Lake bordering
Ohio
62 “__Cop”: 1987 film
63 Trim whiskers
64 Gullible types

65 Gumbo veggie
66 Down the road
67 Manuscript editor’s
“Leave it in”
68 You may be ushered to one

Down
1 Works on a licorice
stick
2 New staffer
3 Protractor measure
4 Fan favorites
5 “Told you so!”
6 Swelter
7 Gangland gal
8 Depicts unfairly, as
data
9 Like kiddie pools
10 Monk’s hood
11 Piece on one’s head
12 Take advantage of
13 Blossom buzzer
21 Electric guitar effect
22 Oregon-to-New
York direction
25 End abruptly
26 Lessor’s charge
27 On pins and
needles
29 Enjoy a dip
30 Studly dudes
32 Stuff in a muffin

33 Hula Hoop manufacturer
34 Start of a 55-Across
address
35 Sold-out amount
36 Hole-making tools
37 Goatee’s location
41 Persuade
42 Sign of spoilage
43 Most shiny, as a car
44 Ever so slightly
49 Sharon of “Cagney
& Lacey”
51 Pianist Peter and a
fiddling emperor
52 Came to
53 Messing of “Will &
Grace”
54 WWII
attacker
55 Used a loom
56 “Phooey!”
57 Use a rag on
58 Pricey handbag
letters
59 “Bingo!”
60 Kit __: candy
bar

ISU DINING

APPLY NOW
FOR SPRING
JOBS!
$9 to $10 per hour
Work between classes
Make money for the stuff you
need and the stuff you want!

Apply online at
dining.iastate.edu

CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

WRITE A CHILDREN'S PICTURE BOOK Are you from
a rural area with its own culture... anywhere in the world?
Can you capture the sounds
and traditions in a story written in English poetic prose? If
you would like to contribute
to a series of children's picture
books, contact E Folkerts with
a proposal, including location
of rural area and sample of
writing style. Email efolkerts@aol.com
IF YOU HAD HIP OR KNEE
REPLACEMENT SURGERY
AND SUFFERED AN INFECTION between 2010 and
the present time, you may be
entitled to compensation. Call
Attorney Charles H Johnson
1-800-535-5727. (INCN)
Deer Hides Wanted, Fur
Buyer at following locations on Mondays - Dec. 12,
Dec. 19, January 2. Newton
- Theisens 9:30-10:30 am,
Knoxville Farm and Home 11
am-noon, Indianola Locker
12:30-1:30 pm, Johnston Bait
and Tackle 2:15-3:15pm, Iowa
Falls old Kmart 4:30-5:30pm,
Parkersburg @ The Old Mill
6:10-7pm. Info 563-608-4401
(INCN)

Monday, December 12, 2016
HELP WANTED

RN's up to $45/hr LPN's up
to $37.50/hr CNA's up to
22.50/hr Free gas/weekly pay
$2000 Bonus AACO Nursing
Agency 1-800-656-4414 Ext.
106 (INCN)

Surgery Manager for Critical
Access Hospital, offering
inpatient and outpatient services. Full-time, rotating call.
Qualifications: Nebraska RN
license, BLS certification, 5
years surgery experience, surgery management experience
and certification preferred.
Competitive salary, benefits.
Apply online at www.jchc.us
(INCN)
OTR-DRIVERS - $1000
sign-on bonus. Dependable,
Motivated, 23 yrs old+, 2
yrs Class A CDL experience.
Good driving record, paid
vacation, home weekly. 877424-3136 (INCN)
Class A CDL Drivers/Tankers.
Great Pay, Home Weekends,
and Benefits! Potential of
$60,000 plus per year! Contact Tony 608-935-0915 Ext
16 www.qlf.com (INCN)

How You Can Avoid
7 Costly Mistakes if

Hurt at Work
Each year thousands of Iowans are hurt at
work, but many fail to learn the Injured
Workers Bill of Rights which includes:
1. Payment of Mileage at $.54 per mile
2. Money for Permanent Disability 3. 2nd Medical Opinion
in Admitted Claims. . . . A New Book reveals your other
rights, 5 Things to Know Before Signing Forms or Hiring an
Attorney and much more. The book is being offered to you
at no cost because since 1997, Iowa Work Injury Attorney
Corey Walker has seen the consequences of client’s costly
mistakes. If you or a loved one have been hurt at work and
do not have an attorney claim your copy (while supplies last)
Call Now (800)-707-2552, ext. 311 (24 Hour Recording) or
go to www.IowaWorkInjury.com. Our Guarantee- If you
do not learn at least one thing from our book call us and we
will donate $1,000 to your charity of choice.

FOR SALE

ASTRO BUILDINGS LIMITED TIME WINTER
SPECIALS on Commercial,
Suburban and Farm Structures.
Custom design since 1969.
SIGN THIS MONTH AND
SAVE! www.AstroBuildings.
com/iaclass. Call 800/822-7876
today! (INCN)

FOR SALE

Last-Minute Shopping to do?
Get your BARGAIN Christmas GIFTS with us! Shop for
a Cause this season! OVERFLOW Thrift Store 202 South
Duff Wed 10-6, Th 10-2 Fri
CLOSED, Sat 10-4 OverflowThriftStore.org
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Jackson Cleaning Service

•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market

Call us at 231-3649
• RENTALS:

Guaranteed Your Rental
Deposit Back!

•Windows
•Deep Cleaning
• Sorority& Fraternity

References • Insured & Bonded • 27 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available

New Year’s Eve Party

DOING WHAT WE SAY SINCE 1935.

Ring in the New Year with a DJ
for your entertainment,
dancing, toasts and more.
Must be 21 or older No Cover Charge
Midnight Buffet, $10 per person

SEE FOR YOURSELF.

515-333-4628

NOW HIRING DRIVERS FOR
A NEW, LARGE DEDICATED ACCOUNT!

Avenue of the Saints Event Center
3357 St. Charles Rd.
Saint Charles, Iowa 50240

LIMITED TIME—UP TO $10,000 SIGN-ON BONUS
Hire on before January 1, 2017 and
receive additional incentive bonus!
Earn up to $70,000/year
Home weekly | Haul freight for one customer
Additional opportunities available in our Van and Intermodal divisions.
schneiderjobs.com
800-44-PRIDE

Y!
HURRS FILL
R
TOU ICKLY!
QU

We can

stop
HIV

It’s important
to know the
facts about
HIV.

Unforgettable

Alaska
Alaska by Alaska - Awesome Adventurous
Explorer Land & Sea & Affordable
Alaska
Jun. 21-Jul. 4 Jul. 20-Aug. 1 Aug. 31-Sep. 12 Aug. 12-20 or 29
Discover the wonder and majesty of “The Great Land” by rail, cruise
and coach! Our FOUR departures offer slightly different itineraries
and price levels. Adventurous Alaska is cruise optional. Choose the
package that suits you best. Visit our website for full itineraries or
contact us for information on our full schedule of 2017 group tours.

one conversation at a time

Partnering with

Do you know your status? Ask your doctor for a test.
www.stopHIViowa.org
www.cdc.gov/OneConversation

877-658-6948 • www.legacytourtravel.com
300 E. 17th St. S., Newton / 703 Dudley St., Decorah

SC
LAST DAY TO VOTE
2016 STUDENT CHOICE
www.iowastatedaily.com

TODAY IS THE LAST DAY TO VOTE!
The Iowa State Daily’s annual Student Choice is an opportunity to cast your vote for the
best places around campus and the city of Ames in a variety of categories. The top 3 in
each category will be featured in a special section in the Feb. 22 issue of the Iowa State
Daily to celebrate the achievement of being a Student Choice business or organization.
*One random survey response will be selected to win a $200

gift card.

